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OPTIMAL SERVICE. 
AT THE RIGHT TIME. 
IN THE RIGHT PLACE.
TELEMATIC ECOSYSTEMS
FOR INSURANCE COMPANIES 
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                    Prevent risk.
Reward behavior.
Retain customers.

                    Keep your customers safe
and up to date, and provide
them with the most
relevant service.
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        TELEMATICS SOLUTIONS
BEST PRACTICES
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With the MOVE SDK you have maximum flexibility and can use e.g. scoring, emergency call and event-based interaction (EBI™) in a white-label solution, your existing app or even a new one.

More Infos:

MOVE SDK Website

CONTACT US
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Bluetooth beacons for self-installation enable scoring and event-based interaction (EBI™) and thereby driving style analysis and coaching, as well as incentivizing behavior through goodies, raffles or discounts.

Case Studies:

DEVK Fahr clever!

CONTACT US
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On-board units (OBUs) are professionally installed. They offers the richest Telematics information including scoring (UBI), Event-based interaction (EBI™), automatic crash notification (eCall), carfinder, and diagnostics.

Case Studies:

UNIQA SafeLine, SATALARM

CONTACT US






MOVE SDKIoT PlatformOn-Board-Unit (OBU)

    


            	"The Drive+ app increases road safety. Our customers love it!"
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	"SafeLine is a unique product that has attracted more than 80,000 customers."
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	"Passion, competence and commitment. An invaluable partnership!"
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	"A winning partnership which helped to position ourselves internationally."
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	"Next generation insurance telematics with microservices" Case Study
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	"Users of the "FahrClever!" App are delighted to be rewarded for cautious driving!"
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	"Dolphin provides innovative technology to increase road safety."
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	"Awarded for outstanding achievements and industry leadership."
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	"Immediate help at the push of a button - The Generali Emergency App."
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        DOLPHIN IS A
FULL SERVICE AGENCY

        

        

            Consulting
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[image: consultion]
Are you considering the introduction of a telematics solution for your company? Do you have questions about technology or business models? Dolphin has 15 years of experience in the field of telematics and is a technology leader in the field of EBI (Event-based Interaction) and security. Our team provides solutions worldwide  accomplishing your telematics strategy.


Strategy
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You want to optimize ROI, attract new customers and increase the number of customer touchpoints? Together we will develop a solution tailored to your business strategy in order to achieve your objectives. Our specialists from the fields of technology, business modelling, design, and user support will realize your strategic goals.


Implementation
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[image: development]
Are you planning a telematics solution for your company? With our telematics platform, we offer an ideal starting point for your custom solution. We support the full technology adoption process: business processes integration, customization, and integration into your Technology Ecosystem.  We also support marketing and communication with your clients including mobile app development, websites, social media and marketing automation tools to achieve a perfect customer experience.
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Are you considering the introduction of a telematics solution for your company? Do you have questions about technology or business models? Dolphin has 15 years of experience in the field of telematics and is a technology leader in the field of EBI (Event-based Interaction) and security. Our team provides solutions worldwide  accomplishing your telematics strategy.
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You want to optimize ROI, attract new customers and increase the number of customer touchpoints? Together we will develop a solution tailored to your business strategy in order to achieve your objectives. Our specialists from the fields of technology, business modelling, design, and user support will realize your strategic goals.
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Are you planning a telematics solution for your company? With our telematics platform, we offer an ideal starting point for your custom solution. We support the full technology adoption process: business processes integration, customization, and integration into your Technology Ecosystem.  We also support marketing and communication with your clients including mobile app development, websites, social media and marketing automation tools to achieve a perfect customer experience.


Analytics
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You want to provide a tailored insurance premium and measure how your proactive risk mitigation program affects actual risk? With our telematics applications you can implement UBI and PAYD rates and receive valuable information about the behavior and usage patterns of your customers. Our real-time services and predictive analytics tools are valuable instruments to offer the right services at the right point in time.


Operations
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You need a full service telematics provider? Dolphin accompanies you and your business in the implementation and operation of your telematics solution. Our capabilities include telematics hardware and software, processes, finance, IT services, data analytics, scoring and marketing automation.


Marketing
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You want to communicate perfectly with existing and potential customers? We work with you on marketing concepts and implementation. We establish permanent communication channels and content creation on social media platforms such as Facebook, YouTube, Instagram and Twitter. We also offer SEO / SEM and growth hacking.  We will help to create customized customer journeys and inspire your clients.
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You want to provide a tailored insurance premium and measure how your proactive risk mitigation program affects actual risk? With our telematics applications you can implement UBI and PAYD rates and receive valuable information about the behavior and usage patterns of your customers. Our real-time services and predictive analytics tools are valuable instruments to offer the right services at the right point in time.
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You need a full service telematics provider? Dolphin accompanies you and your business in the implementation and operation of your telematics solution. Our capabilities include telematics hardware and software, processes, finance, IT services, data analytics, scoring and marketing automation.
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You want to communicate perfectly with existing and potential customers? We work with you on marketing concepts and implementation. We establish permanent communication channels and content creation on social media platforms such as Facebook, YouTube, Instagram and Twitter. We also offer SEO / SEM and growth hacking.  We will help to create customized customer journeys and inspire your clients.
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            With solutions from Dolphin Technologies insurers evolve from writing policies and handling claims to become valuable partners in the life of their customers. Insurance companies can support people in real time in case of emergency, reward good behaviour, warn in time against potential risk, provide the right information at the right time, and support with smart solutions. Dolphin designs, develops, implements and operates scalable platforms, products, and services in the field of Telematics, Mobility, and Marketing Automation. Dolphin is an Austrian company, founded in 2001 and is repeatedly honoured nationally and internationally for excellence in innovation.
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Gerald Aichholzer
Product Development
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Andreas Kössl
CCO
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Harald Trautsch
Co-Founder & CEO
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Thomas Pöschl
Co-Founder & COO
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Emanuel Altmann
Senior Development
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Georg Aschenfeld
Product Owner Implementation
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Oleksandr Baskakov
React Native Development
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Robert Beisteiner
CISO - IT / Operations
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Mariya Belozyorova
Customer and Partner Manager
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Petra Bilikova
Scrum Master
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Sabine Binder-Blaha
Office Administration
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Annina Breitenecker
Graphic Design/UI/UX
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Denys Busiak
Quality Management
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Lukas Eichhorn
Quality Management
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Ersin Ergül
Product Owner SDK
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Dagmar Ilisson
Sales
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Emir Kazybaev
Data Engineer
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Lukas Kilian
Development
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Wolfgang Kilian-Löffler
Senior Account Management
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Florian Knoll
Android Development
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Bella Kocsis
Cloud Engineering
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Mirza Likic
React Native Development
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Alexandra Linecker
Quality Management
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Caroline Mayrhofer
Scrum Master
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Bence Laszlo Mindszenti
Quality Management
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Joao Victor Miranda
Data Science
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Markus Mühlbacher
Lead Backend Development
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Andrea Prosche
Customer Care
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Katharina Sallinger
Data Science
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Alena Santalainen
Customer & Market Management
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Victoria Scharf
Office Administration
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Peter Schüller
Data Science
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Demyan Shcheglov
Senior Development
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Pavlo Simakovych
Quality Management
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Dominik Stelzig
Content & Marketing
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Clemens Unterkofler
iOS Development
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Patrick Wohlfart
Installer Management / Sales



        


    





            ADDRESS

            
            Dolphin Technologies GmbH

                Stella-Klein-Löw-Weg 11

                Viertel Zwei, Rund Vier D

                1020 Wien / Österreich

				Imprint | Data Protection

            

            
                h +43 1 715 34 43
            



    
DIRECTIONS
Location on Google MapslDownload Directionsd
    Directions via E-Mail
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Directions via SMSw
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			IT Security Management System nach ISO 27001

    
WRITE US
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 Ich akzeptiere die Verarbeitung meiner Daten gemäß der Datenschutzerklärung von Dolphin Technologies.






































